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Abstract: The paper presents the Hellenic fulltext 
database on Librarianship and Information Science E-
VIVA (Ellinike Vivliothikonomike Vase), developed by 
the Library of the University of Cyprus. The objectives 
of E-VIVA is to identify, gather, organize, digitize and 
promote the research, conducted in Greece and Cyprus 
in the scientific fields of Archival, Library and Infor-
mation Sciences. Data are provided concerning the cov-
erage, the content, the format and the environment of 
the database as well as the steps that have been fol-
lowed for the development. The legal framework related 
with the copyright issues that are raised is also dis-
cussed. Furthermore a comparison is attempted be-
tween E-VIVA, eLIS, LISA and LISTA. Finally the next 
plans of the Library of the University of Cyprus for the 
project are presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The recognition of the lack of a (bibliographic) database 
containing the Hellenic LIS publications led the Library 
of the University of Cyprus to the launching of E-
VIVA1
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 intra-Library project. E-VIVA stands for 
Ellinike Vivliothikonomike Vase, that is the Hellenic 
Library and Information Science Database. E-VIVA 
aims on collecting, organizing and providing access to 
materials related to the Library and Information Science 
(LIS), produced or presented by or related with the Hel-
lenic libraries as well as scientists and professionals of 
the field in Greece and Cyprus. The objective is to cre-
ate a single, comprehensive and useful database in the 
specific scientific field that will be openly accessible to 
all interest parties. The audience to which E-VIVA is 
mainly addressed is professional librarians, students of 
LIS, Archivists and researchers interested in the subject. 
The time covered start from early 1980 until today. Cur-
rently E-VIVA contains papers and conference proceed-
ings, among of which the PanHellenic Conferences of 
the Academic Libraries, other conferences on the sub-
ject that took place in Greece and Cyprus, related book 
chapters on LIS, print and e-journals articles, related 
studies etc. There can be found material published in 
Greece and Cyprus, material published by Greek and 
Cypriots abroad, as well as material that may be directly 

http://abekt.lib.ucy.ac.cy/ebibazConnectELL.html   

related to the two countries. Greek and English are the 
languages of the material included for the present. 
       
      II. DEVELOPMENT STEPS OF E-VIVA 
A. Content and coverage 
The first material that fed E-VIVA was originated from 
the Panhellenic Conferences of the Academic Libraries. 
In 2005 the University of Cyprus Library started collect-
ing the proceedings of the Panhellenic Conferences of 
the Academic Libraries. These conferences are orga-
nized uninterruptedly since 1992, on an annual base, 
every year in a different Greek city by the Academic 
Library that hosts the conference each time. The Con-
ferences are focused mainly on academic libraries inter-
ests, common problems and suggested solutions, collab-
orations, interoperability and common visions of the 
academic libraries. Printed proceedings had been pub-
lished by each library for almost all the conferences. 
Some of the papers were also available in digital form 
on the sites of the hosting Libraries, but others, especial-
ly the old ones were found only in printed form.  
The environment that hosts the database is ABEKT2, a 
library software developed by the National Documenta-
tion Centre in Greece, provided almost free of charge, 
installed in more than 2000 small size libraries, spread 
all over Greece and Cyprus. ABEKT had already been 
used for hosting a number of bibliographic databases3

A second source used for indexing and feeding the E-
VIVA database was the journal "Libraries and infor-
mation” (Vivliothikes kai pleroforesi) an edition of the 
Association of Greek Librarians and Information Scien-

. 
Being a traditional library software ABEKT permitted 
the treatment of the records in UNIMARC. For the pa-
pers that a digital form of the papers existed already, the 
first step was the cataloguing. There are two levels of 
cataloguing, one record for the documentation of the 
conference, and a different record for each paper pre-
sented in the conference. Having created the two rec-
ords a connection is created linking the two records in 
the UNIMARC field 463. In the field 856 a link leads to 
the full text of the paper or the conference program, the 
poster sessions etc. The name and the number of the 
conference are provided in field 225. The keywords and 
the abstract used for each record were those that were 
given by the author with the paper. 

                                                           
2  http://abekt.ekt.gr/abekt/index.dot 
3 http://argo.ekt.gr/ 
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tists4

As the journal exist in printed version only, each article 
is first scanned, digitized and edited in Adobe Pho-
toshop CS2 and finally saved in PDF version. The last 
step is the documentation and the cataloguing in the 
ABEKT software. There are two levels of cataloguing, 
one record for the documentation of the issue, and a 
different record for each paper. Indexing is exhausting 
including all articles from cover to cover, with no ex-
ceptions but advertisements. Again in the field 856 a 
link points to the full text of the articles, while the field 
225 the item source. 

 from 1984 until today. It began as a quarterly edi-
tion, then bimonthly and currently annual. The content 
of the journal diverse from featured scientific articles, 
translated abstracts of articles from foreign journals, 
bibliography on library science, letters, presentations, 
libraries announcements, events reports, advertisements, 
employment advertisement from 1984 until today etc., 
thus being a valuable information source for the evolu-
tion of the field for almost 30 years. 

Further to the previous sources other journals, newslet-
ters, book chapters are used to feed E-VIVA. Articles 
that refer to Libraries, Archival, Library and Infor-
mation science in Journals like:  
• “Tekmirion”5

• “Synergasia”

 the annual publication (epetirida) of 
the Department of Archives and Library Science of 
the Ionion University ,  

6

There can also be found subjects issued in the blog of 
the Technological University of Cyprus “Acta Diurna” 
and sporadic articles from “Koinotita”

, the on-line edition of the Organizing 
Committee for the Support of Libraries and is is-
sued three times a year.   

7 and 
“Endeiktis”8

B. Numerical data concerning size and type of 
sources 

, while plans exist to digitize editions of 
CALIS (Cyprus Association of Librarians and Infor-
mation Scientists).  

The total number of records in the E-VIVA database is 
2017 (November 2011). In details the records generated 
out of  68 journal issues, 22 newspaper articles,  93 con-
ference proceedings and seminars, 4 presentations, 4 
reports, 1 manual/guide, 5 articles, 5 book chapters, 3 
research papers (1 master thesis, 1 bachelor thesis, 1 
research project). Total storage used is 3GB including 
text and images in pdf. 
 
 
                                                           

4 http://www.eebep.gr/ 
5 http://tab.ionio.gr/?q=el 
6 http://www.goethe.de/ins/gr/lp/prj/syn/ozs/elindex.htm 
7 The University of Cyprus newsletter issued bimonthly covering 

issues of interest to the University community: academic, administra-
tive staff, and students. 

8 The University of Cyprus magazine issued every six 
months and includes articles about the University and educational 
issues in general, such as developments in European education, inter-
views, news and events, lectures, new books, etc. 

C. Cataloguing  
The records were implemented according the 
UNIMARC9

An example of a record is given bellow:  
 cataloguing format. 

 
Panhellenic Conference of Academic Libraries  
Record Label: Record Condition: new record  
Bibliographic level: monograph  
Hierarchical level: record the highest level  
010 ISBN  
100 General Processing Data e.g. Date  
101 Language of the entity 

$a Language used by the entity e.g. gre  
102 Nationality of the Entity 

$a Country of nationality e.g. GR  
200 Descriptive & IPR Information  

$a Main title  
$d Parallel title  
$f Author (e.g.15th Panhellenic Conference of Aca-
demic Libraries)  

210 $a Place  
$c Publisher  
$d Date  

215 $ a Pages 
        $d Dimensions  
225 Series 
       $v conference number  
320 General Explanatory Reference Note 
e.g. Index and Bibliography included in the book  
510 Parallel title  
606 Authority headings  
$a Entry element 
$y Geographical subdivision e.g.Greece  
$x Subject subdivision e.g.Congresses  
710 Linking Heading - Corporate Body Name 
$a Entry element e.g. Panhellenic Academic Libraries  
$d Number of Auditors  
$e Location of meeting  
$f Date of meeting   
801Originating Source  
 $b Agency  e.g. UCY  
856 Electronic Location and Access e.g. 
http://abekt.lib.ucy.ac.cy/synedria/diafora/msstudy001.p
df  
 

D. Classification 
The classification of each record follows JITA.10

                                                           
9 UNIMARC - The Universal MARC format created by IFLA in 

1977 with the primary purpose of facilitating the international ex-
change of bibliographic data in machine-readable form. Source avail-
able : 

 Librar-
ians of the Digitisation and Archives office of the UCY 

http://www.unimarc.net/general-information.html 
10 “The JITA Classification Schema has been developed starting 

from a merger of News Agent Topic Classification Scheme (main-
tained by Mike Keen at Aberystwyth, UK, until 31st March 1998) and 
the RIS classification scheme of the (now defunct) Review of Infor-
mation Science originally conceived by Donald Soergel (University of 
Maryland). JITA is an acronym of the authors' first names: Jose Ma-
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library, translated the JITA Classification Schema 
which is used by eLIS11

E. Hardware & Software  

. As a result, the records have 
bilingual classification in Greek and English. 

For the digitisation of the printed items a scanner Fujit-
su fi-6770 was used. Editing of the digital forms was 
made with Adobe Photoshop CS2, Abbyy Fine Reader 9 
and 10 and Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro. The cataloguing was 
made on a PC with Processor   Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 
CPU 3.60GHz, 2 GB RAM, 160GB Hard disk, Graphics 
Card NVIDIA GeForce 6600. For safety reasons the 
database is saved in a local pc, an external disk and a 
storage unit NAS in RAID (Redundant Arrays of Inex-
pensive Disks) topology 5 (Chen P. et al., 1994).  

The Software used to create the database is ABEKT 5.5. 
while the plans are to migrate the whole database to the 
open source software DSpace12

a. ABEKT permits only the linking to the full text 
via the UNIMARC field 856. Not fulltext 
searching is available. Given that all records 
have been digitized and the results of OCR (op-
tical character recognition) processing has been 
incorporated in the PDF versions of the articles, 
DSpace will offer direct searching of the full 
text of the articles and not only link to them. 

. There are at least two 
reasons for this migration.  

b. ABEKT is designed for cataloguing by qualified 
librarians, self archiving was not within the 
goals. DSpace permits self archiving by the au-
thors, an evolution that could be included in the 
future plans for the further development of E-
VIVA. 

c.  ABEKT permits interoperability via Z39.50 pro-
tocol13 this restricts the access to the E-VIVA 
via Z39.50 servers, while Dpace is OAI-PMH14

F. Cost indications 

 
compliant, permitting the accessibility via a 
number of aggregators of open access reposito-
ries. 

The cost of the creation of a database can vary and it 
usually depends on several factors. Software and hard-
ware, maintenance & upgrades, network infrastructure, 
storage costs, and of course the human resource factor 
(personnel hours) are issues that a library must take into 
consideration in order to calculate the total cost of creat-
ing a national database on LIS. The size of the database 
is a primary issue affecting gathering, hosting, initiation, 

                                                                                           
nuel Barrueco Cruz, Imma Subirats Coll, Thomas Krichel and 
Antonella De Robbio” http://eprints.rclis.org/cms/jita/ 

11 E-prints in Library and Information Science 
http://eprints.rclis.org/cms/jita/ 

12 www.dspace.org  
13 http://www.niso.org/standards/resources/Z39.50_Resources 
14 http://www.openarchives.org/pmh/ 

run, maintenance and probably customization of the 
system. Then the level of existing staff and infrastruc-
ture must be also considered.  Choosing an open source 
system, a system administrator and/or a programmer is 
also needed (Gibbons, 2004). In the case of E-VIVA, 
ABEKT 5.5 is a software provided for free to non for-
profit libraries. In the case that the database will be mi-
grated to Dspace, again there will be no cost as this is an 
open source software. Equipment costs including soft-
ware and hardware used for the digitisation, editing of 
the documents is estimated at €110015

III. LEGAL - COPYRIGHT FRAMEWORK 

. Personnel costs 
(including one assistant librarian (½ year), one supervi-
sor of the project (⅓ / year) and the system administr a-
tor (¼ /year)) is calculated at €24.000 per year (taking in 
mind the staff fees variations among different countries. 
Storage costs has to be also included in cost estimation. 

Copyright exceptions and limitations are the tools li-
braries are offered to use in order to continue providing 
their services, supporting innovation, creativity and 
economic growth in all parts of the world (Fragkou A. 
and Strakantouna V., 2011). The balance between rights 
and exceptions/limitations in copyright is not an easy 
matter, particularly in light of ongoing technological 
developments and shifting of social and economic ex-
pectations, with respect to users and authors [Okediji, 
2006]. The Berne Convention provides that states 
“may” impose certain limitations and exceptions to 
copyright16

The doing of the aforesaid act by way of fair dealing for 
purposes of research, private use, criticism or review, or 
the reporting of current events, on condition that, if such 
use is made in public, it shall be accompanied by an 
acknowledgement of the title of the work and its author-
ship, except where the work is incidentally included in a 
broadcast.  

. ‘The International Convention for the Pro-
tection of Literary and Artistic Works’, known as the 
Berne Convention was adopted by Cyprus  Law No. 
86/1979. According to article 7 (2) (ι) of the Cyprus 
Copyright Law 59/1976  a library is permitted to use and 
present works if the use is in the public interest and 
draws no income from it and provided that no entry fee 
will be charged for the transmission of works to the 
public.  In matters of reproduction, article 7 (2) (ιη) of 
the copyright law provides that copyright in a scientific, 
literary, musical or artistic work or in a cinema film or 
photograph shall consist in the exclusive right to control 
the making of – in the Republic of Cyprus – among oth-
er, the reproduction in any form of the whole work or a 
substantial part thereof.  It is understood that copyright 
in any such work shall not include the right to control: 

E-VIVA was developed in good faith by the University 
of Cyprus Library to enforce the scientific research of 
the Archival, Library and Information sciences. It is 
                                                           

15 No new scanners or other hardware equipment were bought for 
the needs of this database 
16http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/trtdocs_wo001.html#P140_
25350  
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provided completely free and no fee is or will be asked. 
The names of the Intellectual property owners are al-
ways referred. Of course in any case that any author 
disagree with the provision of his/her work in E-VIVA 
we are ready to respect him/her and exclude the work 
indicated. 

IV. COMPARING E-VIVA WITH E-LIS, LISA 

         AND LISTA 
E-VIVA is a free access, National Database created by 
the University of Cyprus Library. It only includes con-
tent that is created or presented in Greece or Cyprus or 
is referred to the LIS of the two countries, mainly in 
Greek language. ELIS contributions are from all over 
the world and authors contribute to it via self-archiving 
as ELIS is a self archiving open access repository. On 
September 2011 there were 12.311 records in ELIS. 38 
records were from Cyprus and 445 from Greece. E-
VIVA counts 2017 records among which the 483 above 
mentioned records of ELIS included. LISA the Library 
and Information Science Abstracts is an international 
abstracting and indexing tool supplied by Proquest. It 
currently abstracts over 440 periodicals from more than 
68 countries and in more than 20 different languages. It 
covers many fields of LIS since 196917. Between the 
346.000 records (November 2011) of  LISA, someone 
can find 647 records (journals, 421peer-reviewed jour-
nals, 3 book reviews) with the search term “Greece” 
anywhere and only 50 records (journals, 22 peer re-
viewed journals) for the search term “Cyprus” any-
where. The language of the records and the items are 
mostly English. On the other hand there is LISTA the 
Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts 
database, provided by Ebsco. LISTA indexes more than 
560 core journals, nearly 50 priority journals, and nearly 
125 selective journals; plus books, research reports and 
proceedings. Coverage in the database extends back as 
far as the mid-1960s18

V. FUTURE PLANS 

 Via LISTA someone can find 
1558 records related with the search term “Greece” (714 
linked to full text). The earliest date of record referred 
to Greece is 1966. The search term “Cyprus” gives 106 
records since 1972, of which only 45 are linked to full 
text. Again the language of the records met in LISTA is 
mostly English. As a conclusion someone can say that 
even though both LISTA and LISA are covering a large 
amount of records in many subfields of Library and 
Information science, Greece and Cyprus, the countries 
covered by E-VIVA are not completely represented. 
This is exactly the gap that the University of Cyprus 
Library was intended to fill.   

Future plans concerning E-VIVA include the increase of 
the records with the continuous enrichment of the data-
base, apart the Panhellenic Academic Libraries confer-
                                                           
17 http://www.csa.com/factsheets/lisa-set-c.php   
18http://www.ebscohost.com/public/library-information-science-
technology-abstracts-lista     

ences any other conference, seminar on the subject area 
covered will be idexed and included. Additionally doc-
toral theses and/or master produced in the academic 
institutions of Greece, Cyprus and abroad are to be iden-
tified and included. Migration to DSpace environment is 
scheduled for the next year. The database and the 
fulltext will be included in the “Lekythos”19 the home of 
the digital collections and the Institutional Repository of 
the University of Cyprus Library, which is operating 
under DSpace. “Lekythos” (catalog of Cypriot collec-
tions, organized by subject) hosts digitized material on 
several subjects and it is expected to serve as an one 
point access to all digitized or born digital material de-
veloped or hosted by the library. The migration from 
ABEKT 5.5 to DSpace implies the transformation of 
UNIMARC to the Dublin Core20

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 for simplicity reasons. 

“Future libraries are not just about collections but about 
services and facilities that support the changing needs of 
its clientele” (Ingersoll and Culshaw, 2004). The devel-
opments of Information Technology have always affect-
ed organizations that create and manage information. 
The University of Cyprus Library following the techno-
logical improvements of our era and having as a mission 
to  “create and support a reliable information environ-
ment that will enhance learning and progress at the Uni-
versity of Cyprus and society in general, to develop 
strategies and systems through which will promote and 
facilitate the diffusion of world scientific knowledge”21
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